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benefitsLicon

The heat transfer into the room takes place in the heat exchanger (the “register”), which 
consists of a copper pipe and aluminum lamellas mechanically attached to it. Hot water 
flows through the exchanger and thus heats the pipe. The pipe subsequently heats a 
lamella, which heats the ambient air, which starts rising – creating the chimney effect, 
or convection flow of hot air in the heating element. This is where the term “convector” 
comes from. While designing the new shape of the AL lamella we tried to integrate all the 
latest knowledge from the field into its construction. The main innovation is the unique 
surface of the lamella corrugating in the direction of the air flow. This leads to improved 
transfer of the heat into the room - when passing through the exchanger, the air is forced 
to a higher turbulence. The manufacturer provides a 10-year guarantee for the exchanger 
tightness.

Air passage through the heating element

With regard to the very low water con-
tent in Licon convectors, these become 
heated to the required temperature 
much faster than it is usual with standard 
radiator types. Therefore, the required 
temperature in the room is achieved 
significantly faster. Convectors are thus 
much more flexible in responding to the 
temperature jumps in the area.
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Faster room warming

WHY A CONVECTOR LICON?

Convectors Licon use the flow, not radia-
tion as traditional radiators do to heat a 
room. The flow is formed by the rising of 
heated air rises and the consequent de-
scent of the cooled air. The air thus cir-
culates around the room and the differ-
ences in temperature around the whole 
room are minimal. As a result, the heat 
in the room is pleasant and natural. An-
other advantage of Licon radiators lies 
in the low temperature of their surface. 
Thanks to heat distribution method 
around the room, the front plates heat 
up to the maximum of 40˚C, even if the 
temperature of the water reaches 90˚C. 
Therefore, there is no danger of burns 
even in case of a prolonged contact - 
suitable for schools, nurseries, children‘s 
rooms, etc.
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Thermal comfort

benefitsLicon

Low water content in the heating element 
– the heating water is present only in the 
exchanger pipes, not in the radiator area, 
as is the case with traditional radiators. For 
illustration, in a wall heating element OK 
200/60/15 there are only 2.92 liters of water, 
and the element is able to heat a room of 
approximately 35m². If the whole building is 
equipped with Licon convectors, the heating 
system will contain a very small content of 
water (our experience shows that an average 
family house needs not more than 70 liters). 
Such a heating system responds very quickly 
to the changes in the heating system. The 
heat is supplied only when needed, so that 
the interior temperature remains constant. 
There is no such thing as a heat loss caused 
by radiation to a wall or a window situated 
in the back.

9,0 L 1,5 L

Lower water content

As to the construction, the convec-
tor  is very light; the low weight is 
enhanced thanks to the low volume 
of the heating medium and used con-
structional materials of convectors. 
You will appreciate the low weight 
of the convector while, for instance, 
transporting it but also while install-
ing it on non-brick walls or structures 
(plaster, wood, aluminum floor con-
structions, etc.).

49 Kg 16 Kg

Lower weight

Naturally, to heat a smaller area of a 
heating medium, less energy is con-
sumed. Convectors are thus friendlier 
to the environment and user’s wallet.

1,63
kWh

0,143
kWh

Lower energy consumption needed 
for water heating
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depths 9, 11, 15, 19, 30, 45 cm
widths 16, 20, 28, 42 cm
lengths 80 to 300 cm
outputs from 97 to 4095 W
maximum working pressure   1,2 MPa
maximum working temperature   110°C
connecting thread    internal G 1/2“
case design steel, stainless 1.4400 
cover grids aluminium, stainless, wooden

Specifications

Licon PK convector is designed to be mounted in the floor, especially in places that do not allow installation of tall elements, for instance by 
French windows, passages to conservatories, hall entries, by the exits, etc. It is suitable for both public buildings (stores, administration buildings, 
etc.) and residential houses. Thanks to a wide range of color versions of the cover grids these convectors will fit in any interior.

Use in interiors

depths 7.5, 9, 11 cm
widths 28, 42 cm
lengths 90, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280 cm
outputs from 123 to 6582 W
maximum working pressure   1,2 MPa
maximum working temperature   110°C
connecting thread    internal G 1/2“
case design steel, stainless 1.4400 
fan operating voltage  max.12V AC
cover grids aluminium, stainless, wooden

Specifications

At those places where the output of the floor-mounted convector Licon PK is not sufficient, it is necessary to select a more powerful source of 
heat. The floor-mounted convector with a tangential fan, Licon PKVT, serves just this purpose. Licon PKVT convector extends the application of 
the Licon PK convectors for areas with greater heat losses. The fan revolution speed can be smoothly changed, depending on the existing tem-
perature in the room. The PKVT convector is thus able to respond flexibly to the temperature request. The convectors are equipped with a trans-
former 230/12V, which is located inside the container under the cover plate. The maximum operating voltage of the fans is 12V AC. A stainless 
steel version of the convector container needs to be placed in a damp environment and therefore, for safety reasons, the transformer is delivered 
separately, in an installation box for mounting in the wall. The fan revolutions may be changed in steps or smoothly, depending on the used type 
of electric regulation – basic (steps), automatic (smooth). The PKVT model is designed only for heating.

Use in interiors

depths 13 cm
widths 28 cm
lengths 120, 200, 300 cm
heating outputs   max. 6905 W
cooling outputs   max. 2356 W
maximum working pressure   1,2 MPa
maximum working temperature   110°C
connecting thread    internal G 1/2“
case design steel, stainless 1.4400 
fan operating voltage  max.12V AC
cover grids aluminium, stainless, wooden

Specifications

PKVTi – a floor-mounted convector serving to heat or cool a room. For this purpose a brand new design of the Al/Cu exchanger, designed optimally 
for heating as well as for after-cooling, is used. Thanks to its low construction depth the convector boasts of excellent heating and cooling outputs, 
measured in HLK Stuttgart. The convector container features a unique “case-in-case” system: a stainless steel part, which is used for trapping and 
drainage of potential condensate, is built in the existing steel container. Tangential fans with maximum voltage of 12 V are used; the regulation 

system is identical to that of the PKVT fan-coils already 
produced.

Use in interiors

depths 13 cm
widths 34 cm
lengths 120, 200, 300 cm
heating outputs   max. 6742 W
cooling outputs   max. 1186 W
maximum working pressure   1,2 MPa
maximum working temperature   110°C
connecting thread    internal G 1/2“
case design steel, stainless 1.4400 
fan operating voltage  max.12V AC
cover grids aluminium, stainless, wooden

Specifications

PKVTi TWIN – another variant of the floor-mounted convector with an after-cooling effect. The four-pipe heat exchanger is used to both heat and cool 
a room. The convector is suitable to be attached in a four-pipe system with heating and cooling circuit, and therefore the modification of the heat-
ing medium to a cooling one is not necessary. For this purpose a brand new construction of the Al/Cu exchanger, designed optimally for heating as 
well as for after-cooling, is used. Thanks to its low construction depth the convector boasts of excellent heating and cooling outputs, measured in HLK 
Stuttgart. The convector container features a unique “case-in-case” system: a stainless steel part, which is used for trapping and drainage of potential 
condensate, is built in the existing steel container.
Tangential fans with maximum voltage of 12 V are used; the regulation system is identical to that of the PKVT fan-coils already produced.

Use in interiors

floor-mounted convectorLicon PK floor-mounted convector with fanLicon PKVTi

floor-mounted convector with fanLicon PKVT floor-mounted convector with fanLicon PKVTi TWIN



height of the bench convector 9, 15, 30, 45, 60 cm
widths 18, 24 cm

lengths
80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200,
220, 240, 260, 280, 300 cm

outputs from 473 to 4733 W
maximum working pressure   1,2 MPa
maximum working temperature 110 °C
maximum surface temperature   40 °C
connecting thread  internal G 1/2”
connecting method   bottom recommended, side

Specifications

Heating benches Licon OL can be used in places with lowered window sills, near glazed surfaces, etc. Thanks to a wide range of versions and 
outputs it is possible to place them in any room type, without interfering with the interior compactness. A variant of Licon OL convector is a 
heating bench with OL/D cover plate; it can bear a common static load, and is thus suitable for sitting, for instance at the swimming pools or in 
corridors.

Use in interiors

Use in interiors

height of the bench convector 29 cm
widths 26 cm
lengths 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 cm
outputs from 1369 to 2902 W
maximum working pressure   1,2 MPa
maximum working temperature 110 °C
maximum surface temperature   40 °C
connecting thread  internal G 1/2”
connecting method   bottom recommended, side

cover plate
stone imitation (Teraso),
wood – beech, oak

plating design steel, stainless matte standard    
1.4404

Specifications

The OL/D convector was designed for rooms intended for relaxation. The bench has a cover plate (note: the plate needs to be ordered sepa-
rately), which can easily bear static load, and can be used for sitting. After mounting to the convector, the plates are fixed to the convector con-
struction. The OL/D convector may be placed into halls or conservatories. For installation next to swimming pools we recommend an all-stainless 
variant, so called “swimming pool variant”, painted in standard white shade in compliance with RAL 9010. 

bench convectorLicon OL

bench convectorLicon OL/D

LICON CERAMIC - is an intelligent heating convector, an absolute 
novelty in the world of heating convectors! First radiator with 
sheeting made from ceramic tiles. It is a very original heating con-
vector, designed for areas where original, unconventional design is 
demanded. CERAMIC is not an absolute novelty from the outside 
only, but inside there is a sophisticated system of heat transfer to the room. Starting with a new arrangement of the Al/Cu exchanger and, especially, 
the Low-noise regulating system of axial fans – in permanent operation only 21.4 dB. The desired temperature in the room is set by the user directly on 
the heating convector. If multiple convectors are controlled in one room, one is designated as master which controls the others, or the entire system 
can be connected to a programmable thermostat Siemens REA 23M. For short-term power increase, CERAMIC is equipped with Turbo function – when 
for about 10 minutes the fan rev-speed increases by which the output increases by approx. 20%. The system evaluates the temperature of the heating 

water, air, in the room, and according to that an ideal 
output curve is selected.

depths 9, 15 cm
heights   45, 60 cm

lengths
40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 
160, 180, 200 cm

outputs from 266 to 2735 W
maximum working pressure   1,2 MPa
maximum working temperature 110 °C
maximum surface temperature   40 °C
connecting thread  internal G 1/2“
connecting method   bottom, side

Specifications

Wall convectors Licon OK are common wall convectors with a long history; they have been used in households as well as in public and commercial 
premises. Their modern design, simple assembly, and economical operation ensure their long lasting popularity with our customers. The unique 
design of their heat exchanger enables them to produce higher output, despite the small size of the convector. One of the greatest advantages 
of these wall convectors OK is their low surface temperature of maximum 40°C, and absolutely no radiation to the walls.

Use in interiors

depths 16 cm
widths 54 cm
lengths 77, 97, 117 cm
thermal outputs   max. 3055 W
maximum working pressure   1,2 MPa
maximum working temperature 110°C
connecting thread  internal G 1/2“

fan operating voltage   
voltage   max. 14V DC / for 
onnection it is necessary to be 
within the reach of 230V

noise level – acoustic pressure
 within 1 m from the source   

standard operation max 21 dB, 
 Turbo max 31 dB

Specifications

Use in interiors

wall convectorLicon OK

wall convectorLicon OK/C
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Effortlessness makes it easier
Did you know that the Licon convec-
tors are very light and so it is extreme-
ly easy to install them in an interior? 
Not only will you spare yourself the 
unnecessary strain when handling 
them but also the space needed to 
place the convectors does not require 
any special adjustments, even when 
using just plaster.

Save in comfort
Did you know that thanks to the low 
water content in the Licon convec-
tors you need less energy for your 
heating system to start working? Not 
only will you save on the consumed 
energy (gas, power, etc.) but also, 
your house will be heated evenly and 
comfortably.

Think ecologically
Did you know that thanks to the 
state-of-art construction of the Li-
con convectors your house will be 
heated faster and only when it is re-
ally needed? Not only will you save 
on the consumed energy (gas, power, 
etc.) but also you will behave envi-
ronment-friendly.
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